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Goal of the presentation 

 

The following presentation will outline the 
potential role of EEC concerning the 

integration of NK defectors.  



 
 
 
 
 

NK: North Korea 
EEC: Eastern European Countries 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Traditional links between NK and EEC 
 

EEC presence in NK since the 40’s: 
- EEC specialists and technicians worked in NK since the 40’s 

- EEC diplomacy presence in NK since 1948  

 
NK presence in EEC since the 40’s:  

 - A lot of NK students in EEC, a lot of NK technicians worked in EEC, 
- The economic experience of EEC: the famous School of Prague /Budapest, important NK leaders 

studied and worked in EEC (Yon Hyong Muk / Paek Nam Sam) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Wojciech Jaruzelski (L) and Kim Il Sung  (R)- Picture Source: kontrateksty.pl 

 



- Some NK people escaped from EEC (Poland, Bulgaria, Czech 
Republic),  
 - Some NK people are living under condition of anonymity in 
EEC (Poland, Czech Republic) 
- A total of about 10 NK defectors are currently living in EEC 

 

NK population out/in EEC 

 Lee Sang Jong (L) and Lee Jang Jik (R), former North Korean exchange students who escaped from Bulgaria - Picture Source: dailyNK.com 



- Those who desperately needs a protection; 
- Those who have the SK citizenship; 

- Those who lie; 
- Those who are living in EEC. 

The key point is to differentiate these people 
 

Types of refugees 





 
Settlement in EEC (a short term concept) 

 
-EEC countries should provide financial supports, 

home and social advantages for refugees who are 
coming from North Korea.  

 
Is it possible? 

 
- The Economical reality in EEC, the lack of 

infrastructure; 
- It will jeopardize the relations between EEC and NK?  
The case of NK workers in Czech Republic and Poland 

(but ont only..) 



 
Living in EEC (a long-term approach) 

 
- EEC countries should provide financial 

supports, home and social advantages for 
refugees who are coming from North Korea.  

 
Is it possible? 

  
- The clash of cultures (difficulties to adapt the 

reality); 
- The economical issues (No low skill workers are 

needed). 



 
 
  Concluding remarks 
   Potential solutions taking in account the EEC                        

          economical and social reality 

 
- Control NK workers who are working in EEC 
(control the visa application, check the health issues 
in their workplaces…); 
- Provide formations ans scholarships to NK 
refugees  
- Accept the application of only-selected defectors. 

 
 



 
Q&A 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks you! 
 
 
 


